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256 No 20228R00565: Honorable ThomasJ.
STATEOF WISCONSIN Assigned DDA: Wendy W Lemkuil Walsh

Plaintiff, Agency Case No.: 22-241402 Brawn

vs. Court Case No.: 22CF.
ATN:

CALEB SCOTT ANDERSON
54 Bengal Street
Caspian, Mi 49915 CRIMINAL COMPLAINT
DOB: 07/23/1999
SexRace: MW
Eye Color: Hazel
Hair Color: Red
Height: 5 ft 11 in
Weight: 190 Ibs

Defendant. For Official Use.

Complainant, an Deputy District Attorney, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says
that

Count 1: FIRST DEGREE INTENTIONAL HOMICIDE

The above-named defendant on or between August 1, 2022, and August 2, 2022, in the City of
Green Bay, Brown County, Wisconsin, did cause the death of PLE, with intent to kill that
person, contrary to sec. 940.01(1)(a) Wis. Stats. a Class A Felony, and upon conviction shall
be sentenced to imprisonment for lfe.

Complainant is an Deputy District Attorney with the Brown County District Attorney's Office and
knows of the above offense(s) on information and belief based upon:

PROBABLE CAUSE:

The complainant, being duly sworn on oath, swears that she has had the opportunity to review
the police reports of the Green Bay Police Department and other documents supporting this
complaint, which are the types of reports and documents kept in the ordinary course of
business, which complainant believes to be truthful and reliable because they have proven to
be truthful and reliable on numerous occasions in the past.

The complaint further asserts that based upon her review of the reports and/or supporting
documents, the incidents alleged in Brown County, Wisconsin.

1. Your complainants review of the reports of Officer Eric Elbe of the Green Bay Police
Department, who indicates: On August 2, 2022 I, Officer Elbe, was working uniform patrol for
the city of Green bay. | was dispatched to 1320 Packerland Dr #G9 in Green Bay, Brown
County, Wisconsin reference a welfare check. Call notes indicated that the P.L.E. DOB:
11/21/56 lives alone, had a blue/grey ford fusion, and did not show up for work today at
Sofidel. Notes state he has been an employee there for 20 years. Notes indicate he last spoke
with a family member Sunday night. No history of mental illness and it was unknown about his
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health issues. Call notes said the employer is outside of the apartment and buzzed but nobody
is answering. Upon arrival, | met with employees from Sofidel identified as A.P.L. DOB
(8/11/1971) and J.C.R. DOB (4/25/1969). P.L.E. did not show up for work today. They had
attempted contact with P.L.E. but had no success at the residence. They had tried to call his
phone but received no answer. They said P.L.E. had sent emails to his coworkers stating he
would see them on Tuesday, so they were expecting him at work today. A.P.L. said she had
called P.LE.'s emergency contact C.K. who is an aunt. C.K. told her she had last talked to
P.LE. on Sunday July 31, 2022, at 10:30p.m. P.L.E. called when he returned safely home
after leaving a family function in Shawano over the weekend. P.L.E. had used a vacation day
on Monday August 1, 2022, and was to return to work August 2, 2022. A.P.L. said they had
information P.L.E. does not park in his garage because he has a lot of stuf in there, but his
vehicle did not appear to be outside the apartment complex. J.C.R. said she had known P.L.E.
for over 30 years, and this was unlike him.

1 attempted to get into the apartment complex, but it was security locked and after trying
buzzers was unsuccessful. | could see that Apartment 9 where PLE. resided was the first-
floor apartment to the left of the main door on the eastern side of the complex. | ried the patio
screen door, but it was locked. | knocked on the glass with no answer. | requested the
management number of the complex from A.P.L. While attempting to call management, |
observed a male on a golf cart near the complex and appeared to be an employee of the
complexes. He unlocked the security locked door, and | was able to get into the complex. |
attempted to call P.L.E. 's phone but could not hear it ringing inside. The neighbor across the
hall in #10 came out but said he had not seen P.L.E. today or yesterday when asked. The
neighbor said he is not usually home during the day.

Dan unlocked the door to P.L.E.'s apartment to do a welfare check. Dan said he did not have a
key to the garage. | made announcements with no answer. There were no lights on in
apartment #9 upon entry with Officer Skenandore. We started to clear the apartment to check
on PLE. if he was inside. | observed a green utiity knife on the floor in the living room near
the kitchen. The kitchen cabinets appeared to have been ransacked gone through. The
cupboards were left open as were some drawers. | continued down the hallway to check the
bathroom. Prior to making entry | observed what appeared to be blood on the floor in droplets.
There were additional blood droplets by the toilet bowl. The bathtub still had water held in it
without draining. The water did not appear used as it was stil clean did not consist of bubbles
or soapy film. I checked in the bathroom closet and opened the door to ensure no one was
inside. | did not locate anyone in said closet.

1 continued to the bedroom and looked in that closet for signs of life but again had negative
results. The bedroom had what appeared to be blood splatter the walls near the bed. There
wasa pile of clothing still on the hangers located on the bed. Officer Skenandore had moved a
shirt and upon doing so located P.L.E. who appeared deceased and lifeless. | located a note
on the chair in the foom written in blue pen. The note stated *I am so sorry he didn't deserve
this" in poor penmanship. | called for a supervisor and an additional unit as wel as rescue. |
started to take photographs of the scene which are attached. Officer Skenandore was
requested to check for signs of life. | took photos while Officer Skenandore removed the piles.
of clothing from on top of P.L.E. and P.L.E. had his legs hanging off the bed and was
completely naked under the clothing. | observed slash style marks as well as stab marks
covering P.L.E.'s upper body to include the stomach, arms, face, and neck. There was a pool
of blood like substance behind P.L.E.'s head. P.L.Es neck from my viewpoint appeared to
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have been cut from mid left neck to the back. An additional writing was located on the south
wall above where P.LE. was deceased and stated "Psalm 23:4 Yea, though | walk through the
valley of the shadow of death, | will fear no evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff they
comfort me". Under this passage was a scribble mark with an x through it. | could make out the
crossed-out object as being a number 7. Next to this scribble was the date "8-1-22" as if the
suspect had started to write the wrong date. Next to the passage to the right was the letters
RIP which stand for Rest in Peace. | observed on the table in the bedroom a package of
permanent markers that had been opened and were possibly used in the commission of writing
the passage on the wall,

Rescue had arrived on scene and one rescue personnel was allowed to check for signs of life
but | believe two had initially entered the apartment. Green Bay rescue verified P.L.E. as being
deceased. AP.L. and J.C.R. said P.L.E. had no spouse, no kids, and A.P.L. said absolutely
not when asked if he had issues with anyone at work. J.C.R. said P.L.E. would give the shirt
off his back.| re confirmed that P.L_E. last spoke with a family member at 10:30p.m Sunday
night. APL. provided me with C.K.,P.L.E.'s aunt, phone number. A neighbor was outside and
said he knew PLE. very litle and thought the silver car parked outside was his. The silver car
was a Toyota Camry bearing Mi plates DRZ8148. The vehicle did not come back to P.L.E.

Detectives had started to arrive on scene and informed of the findings thus far. Detective Jena
Luberda requested that | assist on the warrant she was applying for in case any questions
about the scene arose. | traveled back to the police department where Det. Luberda applied for
the warrant, While Det. Luberda applied for the warrant | had an officer check the FLOCK
camera system for the victims vehicle which had been identified as a 2013 Ford Fiesta, blue in
color, with WI plate 207HUH

New information was coming in from Detectives on scene that the Toyota Camry in front of
P.LE's apartment belonged to the suspect in this case. | was informed that the Subject who
owned the Toyota was wanted by Michigan State Police after attempting to abduct a female in
the early hours of 8/1/2022. The suspect was identified as Caleb Scott Anderson DOB
7/23/1999. Det. Cassie Pakkala located the Toyota on Flock first at 9:41a.m. on 8/1/2022. The
vehicle was captured last by FLOCK at 11:17a.m. on 8/1/2022 at Mason Street and Taylor
Street. P.L.E's vehicle was first picked up on Flock at 4:29p.m on 8/1/2022 at Mason and
Taylor Street. P.L.E.'s vehicle was last seen on Flock at 5:08p.m on 8/1/2022 in the city of
Green Bay.

Det. Luberda completed the search warrant. We traveled to the Brown County Circuit Court
house. Once the warrant was signed, | traveled back to the scene with Det. Luberda. |assisted
ina search of P.L.E.'s garage locating nothing of evidentiary value at this time. | was requested
to assist the medical examiners with lifting PLE. onto the floor. Once that was completed, |
cleared from the apartment. At this time | have no further information. See body camera for
additional information and exact verbiage.

2. Your complainant's review of the reports of Det. Phil Scanlan of the Green Bay Police
Department, who indicates: On Tuesday, 08-02-22, while on-duty|was notified of a possible
homicide that had occurred at 1320 Packerland Drive, Apartment 9, located in the city of
Green Bay, Brown County, WL| was briefed that a welfare check was conducted at this.
address when the resident didn't show up for work. Police responded and found the resident
deceased, reporting that he appeared to have been violently stabbed.
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A review of the cad notes showed that on same date at 08:20 am, a coworker of P.L.E. called
the Brown County Communication Center reporting that P.LE., "did not show up for work
today" and that he reportedly last spoke to family members Sunday night. The complainant
reported the employer is at P.L.E.'s apartment, who reportedly lived alone and there was no
answer at the buzzer. The complainant reported P.L.E. to have a cellular number of 920-265-
***_ Further review of cad notes showed that at 08:54 am, responding officers located PLE.
deceased, requested supervisor.

Initial Investigation:
Atabout 09:32 am, |arrived at the scene with Det. Craig Pakkala, Det. Biller and Det. Luberda.
By the time we arrived, the apartment was taped off and the scene was being held by Officer
E. Elbe and Officer Skenandore, along with Sgt Behn. Officer Elbe updated us that he was a
first responding Officer with Officer Skenandore. Elbe was met at the residence by the property
manager, D.C. who used a key to open the apartment door in the common hallway. Officers
entered the apartment and found the tenant, P.L.E., MAW, DOB: 11-21-1956 on his bed,
deceased. P.L.E.'s body was reported to be underneath piles of clothing and his face was
covered with a gray shirt. A cross was reported to be on top of the pile of clothing above him.
The clothes had been moved off of him to check him out for signs of life. Officer Elbe was
moved out of the apartment and scene security was maintained for the apartment in the
hallway.

Once at the scene, walk-throughs were conducted with Detectives and IFSU Czameski,
McMullen and C. Allen, to obtain a general overview of the scene to plan for processing.
Video's, photographs and 360 imagery was captured to memorialize the scene. Upon
completion of the search warrant, a thorough search and process of the scene was conducted
A summary is below.

Living room/kitchen:
I entered the apartment, along with Det. Pakkala, Det. Biller and Det. Luberda. The apartment
door opened up into the living room and attached kitchen. The home was found to be well kept
and relatively clean. During my initial walk through | didn't observe any signs of forced entry to
the entry door, or locked patio door. | viewed several items that appeared out of place which
included; a green box cuter with an exposed blade, next to an empty plastic bottle case
wrapper on the carpet next to the kitchen linoleum floor. No blood was readably visible on the
blade; The attached kitchen was at first glance unremarkable, other than the raised kitchen
cabinet doors were open. All of the raised cabinet doors were opened, but no observations
were made to show someone ransacked or shuffled through items, as the contents appeared
appropriately placed. | also observed a few of the lower cabinets and kitchen drawers were
opened with no observation of ransacking. | requested IFSU collect evidence and/or swabs of
the aforementioned items, cabinet doors and entry door along with examine items for potential
trace evidence.

Bathroom:
1 observed the bathroom off of the hallway. In general, the condition it was left in was
consistent with someone using the bathroom to treat an actively bleeding wound and leaving it
without cleaning. | observed on the floor, near the doorway to the hall, a piece of a blue plastic
container/tote cover (broken) that had what appeared to be dried blood drops around it on the
linoleum. The blood drops were in various sizes and mostly round, consistent with being
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dripped down while standing at or near that location. There was loose paper towel on the floor
in front of the sink and additional blood drops in front of the toilet. The toilet lid and seat were
fixed up and the bowl appeared soiled with urine. Additional paper towel was on the rim of
toilet and appeared soiled with urine. | observed what appeared to be more blood on the fim of
the toilet and a blood smear on the top of the tank above the handle. The bathtub was drawn
with water, however it didn't appear used. Additional blood smearing was observed on the
shower curtain. On the sink counter, | observed a roll of toilet paper, that appeared to have
blood staining on both the loose tissue end and the role. | also observed balled up tissue taped
in a ball, along with wet wipes. Later, in a secondary check of the bathroom, | observed inside
the attached laundry machine closet three stacked laundry baskets. Inside the top laundry
basket was a black and gray UFC hat. The UFC hat didn't appear consistent with other
clothing kept in the house by P.L.E..I requested IFCU collect evidence and/or swabs of the
aforementioned items and examine the bathroom for additional trace evidence.

Bedroom:
The room in general appeared well kept. | observed a man reported to be P.L.E. laying on the
bed, completely naked, on his back, angled more to his right side, with both his legs partially
off of the bed closest to the center of the room. His head was tured toward his right shoulder
exposing numerous sharp edge wounds to the left side of his neck, left cheek, left shoulder
and left arm. These wounds appeared to be severe, deep, and violent in nature, consistent
with causing severe injury, massive blood loss and possibly death. P.L.E.'s belly appeared
extended, and had wounds on his stomach near his navel which caused what appeared to be
parts of his intestine to protrude out of his abdomen. His face, and upper body appeared to be
the primary locations of his injuries and were the most blood stained. He had what appeared to
be residual blood staining and spotting on torso and his legs as well. Both of P.L.E.'s hands
were closed in a loose fist position. PLE. legs were partially covered with a Milwaukee
Brewer's jacket. He was surrounded by clothing, some of which appeared clean and on
hangers. To his right, | observed a saturated gray sweatshirt, what was reported to have been
covering his face, when Officers first arrived, along with other clothing that appeared to have
been recently worn. Piles of additional clothing were on his left, towards the wall, this clothing
was reportedly covering and concealing his body when officers arrived. P.L.E. was cold to the
touch and liidity was observable on his lower right leg.

1 observed appeared to be visible blood casting stained the wall at the head of P.L.E.'s bed
and to the right of his bed, which was about 6 inches from the south wall. The blood casting on
the walls adjacent to the bed appeared consistent with P.L.E.’s position on the bed being a
primary location of his violent assault with a sharp edged weapon. The ceiling appeared
absent of blood staining and the bedroom carpet appeared relatively clean. Hand written on
the wall to the right of the bed, above most of the blood staining was "Psalm 23:4" and below,
“Yea, though | walk through the valley of the Shadow of Death, will fear No Evil: or thou art
with me ; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me," To the right "RIP" was written on the wall
Below the Psalm was "8/1-22" to the fight of something crossed out.

On the red reciiner in the bedroom, | observed a hand written note in blue pen, * | Am so
Sory.. he didn't deserve this" The writing was much sloppier than the writing on the wall,
consistent with being written off handed. On the carpet next to the same chair were several
cards commonly found in the wallet, including a Bank of America VISA card (victim), a North
Star Casino Card, US Bank card, Visa, Fresh Perks. The cards appeared to have been
dropped there and P.L.E.'s wallet wasn't located.
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Next to the closet, there was an end table that contained Packer memorabilia. On that table.
there were what appeared to be large blood drops consistent with someone dripping blood
onto the top of the end table.

Body Examination;
While at the scene, Dr. Elizabeth Douglas Forensic Pathologist, and Medicolegal Examiner
Jennifer Doxtator, both from the Brown County Medical Examiner's Officer arrived. | walked
them through the scene. Dr. Douglas briefly examined P.L.E.'s body visually while on the bed.
Following the completion of the warrant and processing for digital evidence, we then moved
clothing items on and around him out of the way 50 we could move him off of the bed, onto a
body bag covered with a medical sheet for further visual and physical examination. During that
time, we found the large cross, reported to have been found on top of the cloths concealing his
person. It was large decorative wood imaged cross, that had Styrofoam affixed to the back so
it could be propped up on a table. That item was removed and collected. After moving P.L.E.
off of the bed, the pillow and bed sheet underneath P.L.E.s neck and upper body were heavily
saturated with blood indicating massive blood loss while he laid in that position.

Dr. Douglas pointed out the following things during her examination at the scene;
Rigor was present but breakable. P.L.E. had focus stab wounds and sharp edge cuts o the left
side of his neck. She described focus wounds referring to a cluster of wounds in one particular
location. She noted no observation of blunt force trauma to the face or head at the time,
identifying the injuries as stabs and slashing with a sharp object. His left cheek had a deep
stab wound. Dr. Douglas took an approximate count of at least 38 stab wounds to the head,
neck, chest and abdomen but expected that number to be higher during autopsy. Dr. Douglas
noted at last 12 stab or laceration wounds to the left hand and arm and noted wounds to the
left hand exhibited defensive wounds

Dr. Douglas noted no wounds to the right arm, nor the back or below the waist. Dr. Douglas
noted three stab wounds to the stomach causing intestines to push out, noting that probably
occurred as a result of the stab, and not likely an intentional action to disembowel.

Following removal of the body, we further sorted through the clothes on the bed. Further
examination of the gray sweatshirt reportedly found over P.L_E.’s face showed it was a gray
“Were Code" sweatshirt with a green Seattle logo. The sweatshirt appeared blood soaked and
had visible stab like slits in the sweatshirt in the area that was blood soaked. Numerous
other items of clothing were examined after being removed from the bed, some of which had
additional blood staining. ltems were photographed and swabbed. Also on the bed, we
removed numerous shirts, still on hangers, that appeared to have been retrieved from the
closet to cover up P.L.E's body.

Outdoor scene:
While at the scene it was brought to police attention that P.L.E.'s vehicle a 2013 Ford Fiesta
SE, 207HUH, was not parked where itis normally parked in the lot nor in the garage. Parked
in P.LEs normal stall, to the left of a handicap stall, out front of P.L.E.'s apartment was a
silver 2004 Toyota Camry four door, bearing MI plate DRZ 8148. A registration check showed
this vehicleis registered to Caleb Scott Anderson at 54 Bengal St Caspian, MI. It was learned
shortly after, that Michigan State Police were working with local Michigan authorities on an
assault and attempted abduction in Michigan that occurred the day prior, during which Caleb
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Anderson was the primary suspect. For that matter, based on the circumstances brought to
light with the homicide in the apartment, and with the information about the allegation against
Caleb Anderson, we secured this Toyota in its place, it was photographed, and transported by
tow truck to our secure evidence garage pending a search warrant

At6:35 pm, we concluded our search for the day and left the apartment. The apartment was,
secured and maintained by a uniformed Officer pending additional search the following day.
tems searched for but not found during our search of P.LE’s apartment on August 2;
The sharp edged weapon used during the homicide;
PLES wallet;
P.LE.'s house/car keys;
P.LEs cell phone (pinged in area of apartment) and iPad;
P.LE.'s vehicle.

3. Your complainant's review of the reports of Det. Phil Scanlan of the Green Bay Police.
Department, who indicates he reviewed the Interview Caleb Scott Anderson DOB: 07-23-1999
from August 3, 2022 with the Alabama Bureau of Investigations Special Agent Wilson and
Special Agent Taylor who conducted a custodial interview of Caleb Scott Anderson, DOB: 07-
23-1999, following his arrest in Alabama. Anderson was a suspect in a 08-01-22 assault and
attempted abduction of a female in upper Michigan; a suspect in the subsequent homicide and
auto theft of P.L.E. in Green Bay; and a suspect in a subsequent homicide of a man in
Alabama. Anderson was presented with his Miranda Rights and waived them agreeing to
answer questions. Anderson confessed to all three incidents and provided details of each
respective incident. In regard to the August 1, 2022 homicide of P.L.E. in Green Bay,
Anderson's account of the incident was consistent with what investigators observed and
learned at the scene. During the interview, Anderson never referred to any of the three victims
by their names. The interview was audio recorded.

I reviewed the audio fled, a summary of the interview is as follows:
(00m:04 sec) Miranda waiver read by S/A Jack Wilson
(00:30) Waiver of rights.
Caleb Anderson spelled and said his name on the recording.
(01:24) Anderson signed his waiverrights.SA Wilson named present parties including
Anderson, himself and S/A Taylor with the State Bureau of investigation. S/A Wilson and
Anderson spoke about where Anderson was from including Anderson living in Alabama and
Florida for a short time as a child.

(03:21) Anderson admitted to burning a church down in Alabama. He said he went there to
pray and wasn't getting a response back, explaining why. Anderson broke down and was
crying and started crying about his first attack. While discussing god, Anderson said he never
felt anything while explaining his family was religious. The conversation turned to Anderson
talking about using legal marijuana and talking about being really high when he left Michigan.
Anderson said he lived in Caspian Michigan since 2010 or 2011, staying with his dads litle
brother.

(06:33) S/A Wilson asked when Anderson left Michigan. Anderson answered, August 1st and
that he remembered because °I wrote it down on the wall." (Known by writer to be referring to
P.LE's bedroom wall) SW Wilson followed up by asking what took place. Anderson said
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‘about "5ish in the morning” he left. Anderson said he was up by 5am when his dad left for
work. He said he thought about going down to Lake Shore (later explained to be Trident a
‘military and mining equipment warehouse he used to work), where there was few people he
couldn't stand, saying he was thinking about going there to "take care of them.”

(08:26)Anderson explained he was driving down Caspian Gastro Road and seena lady
jogging. He explained for some reason he wanted to kill her. He said he just gets those
thoughts with people, explaining usually its with guys, indicating why the two homicide victims
were guys (referring to the P.L.E. and the man he killed in Alabama).He said he's not the type
of person who would bully someone who can't defend themselves, referring to why he killed
the two men,

SIA Wilson asked what he did to the female. (09:07) Anderson said he jumped out of the car
and had a can of cologne and a roll of tape. He said he was going to take her down and tie her
hands behind her back. He said he didn't know exactly what he was going to do after that. He.
said half way through it he started thinking of his mom so he hit her a couple times and "went
away”. Anderson added that he had the girl in a choke hold at one point but let her out of it
because he was thinking of his mom. He said this occurred before 6am on August 1st.

(11:10) Following the attack of the female, Anderson said he drove to his moms home but she
wasn't there. He said he went in and took her pepper spray. He was going to take her car but
her keys weren't there. Anderson explained he knew he had to get out of town. When asked he
said he was using his 2004 Toyota Camry.

(12:08) Anderson said he drove to Green Bay. Anderson explained he installed an app called
Grindr where guys hook up with other guys. He said he knew he needed another car. He said
he downloaded some pictures off of google images (to se in the app).He said this one guy
“replied back’. Anderson said he messaged this guy specifically asking him what his car
fooked like, 50 he could find the place where he was at. He added that he wanted to make sure
that he had a vehicle without directly asking him. Anderson said this was hard to talk about

(13:40) Anderson continued to explain and said he bought a burner phone from Walmart. He
said he got into Green Bay, bought the new phone, and then down loaded the Grindr app. He
provided the phone number. He said the pin was 2719. (Writer was aware that evidence
recovered from Anderson's Toyota Camry abandoned at the scene is consistent with this
information, specifically being that Anderson wrote down PLE 's address and vehicle
description on his Straight Talk wireless package reportedly purchased at Walmart).

(14:50) S/A Wilson asked what "pretense" Anderson went to the house. Anderson said he was
aware that Grindr is where guys go to hook up with other guys. He said that's why Anderson
thought it would work. Anderson mentioned it would be easy but then rolled that back saying it
was messed up. (Referring to P.L.E.) Anderson realized he had money but the guy struck him
as off. Anderson said he started to get disgusted thinking about everything but he knew he
wouldn't have a better opportunity than that, adding that he knew the police were already
looking for his car. Anderson said he followed him (P.L.E.) to his bedroom and he started
taking his clothes off. Anderson said, °I didn't really want to, but | took mine off too.” Anderson
said he had P.L.E. lay down on his bed. Anderson said he had the knife wrapped up in the
hoody that he had been wearing. He explained when he went there, he asked to use the
bathroom and added that he put the knife in the hoody and wrapped it up.
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Anderson added, °I thought about killing him just with my bare hands...” Adding that he knows
jujitsu and wrestling. He said he decided to use a knife and talked about an open world video
game that came out in 2010 that you could do whatever you wanted to do. Anderson added
that was always one of those things, he wanted to see what it was like. He added ever since
he was fourteen or fifteen, * ...| always just wanted to kil somebody.”

(18:18) Anderson said he got the knife from Walmart in Iron Mountain, on the way to Green
Bay. He said the knife was his. When asked, Anderson described (P.L.Es) place as an
apartment, not a house. Anderson volunteered that he thought about going door to door after,
(presumably talking about killing anyone who would open a door) but snapped out of it.

(19:14) Anderson while crying (hard to understand) described putting it (his sweatshirt) over
P.L.E.'s mouth so his neighbors wouldn't hear him screaming. Anderson said P.L.E. kept
saying, "Why are you doing this to me?” Anderson said after it happened, he noticed his own
hand was bleeding all over the place. Anderson said he didn't know blood was streaming out of
his hand while he was stabbing him. (Writer knows the information regarding Anderson's
sweatshirt and wound to be consistent with investigators observations at the scene.)

(20:15) S/A Wilson asked how many times (stabs). Anderson answered that he had no idea.
Anderson added it was a lot, saying it felt like (a lot). Anderson said he was just doing it and
that he never had that kind of feeling before, he added, * | was unstoppable" saying he was
“amplified” if that made sense. Anderson said it would sound fucked up, but after that, he
watched him (P.L.E.) laying in that room .. adding "he was dead"

(21:14) Anderson said he covered the body up, saying he took P.LE.'s blanket and almost his
entire wardrobe and threw it over him. Anderson said he thought he was starting to smell dry
fice 50 he went to Walmart with P.L.E.'s vehicle and bought a candle to put in his room to
cover up the smell. He said he also used a can of Fabreeze that was in P.L.E.'s home. He said
he also bought gorilla glue to glue his wound up but it didn't work, 0 he used a bunch of
toweling to wrap it up. S/A Wilson asked if he knew where the Walmart was. Anderson said
Green Bay by Packeriand Drive, adding Packeriand Drive was where this happened. (Writer
knows this information to be consistent with the scene along with the review of Walmart West
security video showing Anderson going to Walmart before the homicide in his Toyota Camry,
and returning to Walmart following the homicide in P.L.E.'s Ford).

(22:40) Anderson asked how the cops weren't able to catch him implying he could still be out
there if he wanted to be. He said he knew the cameras would catch him if he stayed on the
interstate. He described himself as a survivalist type guy that could go out in the woods. He
said he was switching (mindsets) and wanted to do it again, but was trying not to. He said he
wrote, don't hurt momma so he wouldn't, apparently indicating he was trying to not do it.

(23:45) Anderson said he paid his own cash at Walmart and had taken $400 dollars out of his
account. Anderson added P.L.E. had a few hundred dollar bill in his wallet which he took
adding that he took P.LLE.'s wallet and either dumped it somewhere or its in his car. Anderson
described dumping a bunch of garbage including his own identification near some junk yard.

(25:20) S/A Wilson asked about the Grindr account and why it was used. Anderson answered,
= Just to get somebody alone to kill them.” He added it wasn't anything sexual. S/A Wilson
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Anderson added, "I thought about killing him just with my bare hands..." Adding that he knows 
jujitsu and wrestling. He said he decided to use a knife and talked about an open world video 
game that came out in 2010 that you could do whatever you wanted to do. Anderson added 
that was always one of those things, he wanted to see what it was like. He added ever since 
he was fourteen or fifteen, " ...I always just wanted to kill somebody." 
 
(18:18) Anderson said he got the knife from Walmart in Iron Mountain, on the way to Green 
Bay. He said the knife was his. When asked, Anderson described (P.L.E.'s) place as an 
apartment, not a house. Anderson volunteered that he thought about going door to door after, 
(presumably talking about killing anyone who would open a door) but snapped out of it. 
 
(19:14) Anderson while crying (hard to understand) described putting it (his sweatshirt) over 
P.L.E.'s mouth so his neighbors wouldn't hear him screaming. Anderson said P.L.E. kept 
saying, "Why are you doing this to me?" Anderson said after it happened, he noticed his own 
hand was bleeding all over the place. Anderson said he didn't know blood was streaming out of 
his hand while he was stabbing him. (Writer knows the information regarding Anderson's 
sweatshirt and wound to be consistent with investigators observations at the scene.) 
 
(20:15) S/A Wilson asked how many times (stabs). Anderson answered that he had no idea. 
Anderson added it was a lot, saying it felt like (a lot).Anderson said he was just doing it and 
that he never had that kind of feeling before, he added, " I was unstoppable" saying he was 
"amplified" if that made sense. Anderson said it would sound fucked up, but after that, he 
watched him (P.L.E.) laying in that room ... adding "he was dead" 
 
(21:14) Anderson said he covered the body up, saying he took P.L.E.'s blanket and almost his 
entire wardrobe and threw it over him. Anderson said he thought he was starting to smell dry 
rice so he went to Walmart with P.L.E.'s vehicle and bought a candle to put in his room to 
cover up the smell. He said he also used a can of Fabreeze that was in P.L.E.'s home. He said 
he also bought gorilla glue to glue his wound up but it didn't work, so he used a bunch of 
toweling to wrap it up. S/A Wilson asked if he knew where the Walmart was. Anderson said 
Green Bay by Packerland Drive, adding Packerland Drive was where this happened. (Writer 
knows this information to be consistent with the scene along with the review of Walmart West 
security video showing Anderson going to Walmart before the homicide in his Toyota Camry, 
and returning to Walmart following the homicide in P.L.E.'s Ford). 
 
(22:40) Anderson asked how the cops weren't able to catch him implying he could still be out 
there if he wanted to be. He said he knew the cameras would catch him if he stayed on the 
interstate. He described himself as a survivalist type guy that could go out in the woods. He 
said he was switching (mindsets) and wanted to do it again, but was trying not to. He said he 
wrote, don't hurt momma so he wouldn't, apparently indicating he was trying to not do it. 
 
(23:45) Anderson said he paid his own cash at Walmart and had taken $400 dollars out of his 
account. Anderson added P.L.E. had a few hundred dollar bills in his wallet which he took 
adding that he took P.L.E.'s wallet and either dumped it somewhere or it's in his car. Anderson 
described dumping a bunch of garbage including his own identification near some junk yard. 
 
(25:20) S/A Wilson asked about the Grindr account and why it was used. Anderson answered, 
" ...Just to get somebody alone to kill them." He added it wasn't anything sexual. S/A Wilson 
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brought his attention to going back to the apartment ater going to Walmart. Anderson said he
tried to fix his hand up. He said he wrapped it up. He explained It was fucked up because he
(P.LEE) was in his room dead, and he sat in his living room watching wrestling on his
television. Anderson added that he was going to sleep there but he decided not to. He said
that was good, since he was keeping up with it on the internet and seen how quickly they
found him, referring to discovering P.L.E.’s body. Anderson added that he wished he would
have just stayed there, slept and got caught right away.

(27:30) Anderson thought he left P.L.E.'s apartment at about 10:30 or 11:30 that night. He said
he googled directions to Lucedale in Alabama on P.L.E.’s computer and admitted to taking
P.LE.'s car. Anderson said when he left Green Bay heading to Lucedale, he didn't kill anyone.
He said he didn't stop on the way at all. He added that he kept checking the radio to see if
there was any "be on the look outs” for him.

(32:00) SA Wilson spoke to Anderson about what he did in Lucedale Alabama. During this
time, Anderson talked about meeting a man, and thinking about killing him, but deciding not to.

(35:30) Anderson reflected and said the killing in Green Bay was "pre-meditated".

(39:00) Anderson talked about re-downloading Grindr and creating a new Gmail while in
Alabama, figuring if he used the same one he would be found. He said he had the same
google images as before (for his new Grindr account).He described his first gmail account
used in Grindr to be TysonstichS(something) @gail.com. He said he didn't remember the
second one. Anderson added it should be on his phone.

Anderson said he always thought about using Grindr to kil people, he thought it would be the
smartest way if you didn't know someone.

(40:44) Anderson began starting to explain another homicide that he committed in Alabama.
Anderson connected with him on Grindr and met the second victim at the victim's house. He
said he still had the murder weapon with him (same as P.L.E.). He described the knife with the
para cord handle. He stabbed the second victim as well. He didn't know his name, but knew he
was big. He said he looked at that as a challenge and said he was a giant slayer. He added his
wrestling name was "Jack Rader” named after a serial killer (Dennis Rader).

(55:00) Anderson talked about burning (or attempting to burn) down a church. He said he
wanted a movie moment, lie the movie "Punisher." During this time, Anderson said he took
P.LE.'s work employee lanyard and tossed it in the grass, like a "clue that he purposely left at
the scene.

(68:25) During the discussion on burning the church, Anderson recalled what he described as
being fucked up. He described that in Green Bay, at the scene, P.L.E. had a bible in his closet
and some sort of confessional thing that came in the mail. He said he felt like he had to do
something for P.L.E... He said he wrote his name on it, wrote a bible verse on the wall, and put
across on P.L.E.. Anderson also described a Milwaukee Brewers stuffed animal, and said he
put that on the blanket so P.L.E. would have it. S/A Wilson asked if he left a note. Anderson
said he did but didn't recall what he wrote, something like "he didn't deserve this" (Writer
knows these things to be consistent with the homicide scene at P.L.E.s residence).
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brought his attention to going back to the apartment after going to Walmart. Anderson said he 
tried to fix his hand up. He said he wrapped it up. He explained It was fucked up because he 
(P.L.E.) was in his room dead, and he sat in his living room watching wrestling on his 
television. Anderson added that he was going to sleep there but he decided not to. He said 
that was good, since he was keeping up with it on the internet and seen how quickly they 
found him, referring to discovering P.L.E.'s body. Anderson added that he wished he would 
have just stayed there, slept and got caught right away. 
 
(27:30) Anderson thought he left P.L.E.'s apartment at about 10:30 or 11:30 that night. He said 
he googled directions to Lucedale in Alabama on P.L.E.'s computer and admitted to taking 
P.L.E.'s car. Anderson said when he left Green Bay heading to Lucedale, he didn't kill anyone. 
He said he didn't stop on the way at all. He added that he kept checking the radio to see if 
there was any "be on the look outs" for him. 
 
(32:00) SA Wilson spoke to Anderson about what he did in Lucedale Alabama. During this 
time, Anderson talked about meeting a man, and thinking about killing him, but deciding not to. 
 
(35:30) Anderson reflected and said the killing in Green Bay was "pre-meditated". 
 
(39:00) Anderson talked about re-downloading Grindr and creating a new Gmail while in 
Alabama, figuring if he used the same one he would be found. He said he had the same 
google images as before (for his new Grindr account).He described his first gmail account 
used in Grindr to be Tysonstich5(something)@gail.com. He said he didn't remember the 
second one. Anderson added it should be on his phone. 
 
Anderson said he always thought about using Grindr to kill people, he thought it would be the 
smartest way if you didn't know someone. 
 
(40:44) Anderson began starting to explain another homicide that he committed in Alabama. 
Anderson connected with him on Grindr and met the second victim at the victim's house. He 
said he still had the murder weapon with him (same as P.L.E.). He described the knife with the 
para cord handle. He stabbed the second victim as well. He didn't know his name, but knew he 
was big. He said he looked at that as a challenge and said he was a giant slayer. He added his 
wrestling name was "Jack Rader" named after a serial killer (Dennis Rader). 
 
(55:00) Anderson talked about burning (or attempting to burn) down a church. He said he 
wanted a movie moment, like the movie "Punisher." During this time, Anderson said he took 
P.L.E.'s work employee lanyard and tossed it in the grass, like a "clue" that he purposely left at 
the scene. 
 
(58:25) During the discussion on burning the church, Anderson recalled what he described as 
being fucked up. He described that in Green Bay, at the scene, P.L.E. had a bible in his closet 
and some sort of confessional thing that came in the mail. He said he felt like he had to do 
something for P.L.E.. He said he wrote his name on it, wrote a bible verse on the wall, and put 
a cross on P.L.E.. Anderson also described a Milwaukee Brewers stuffed animal, and said he 
put that on the blanket so P.L.E. would have it. S/A Wilson asked if he left a note. Anderson 
said he did but didn't recall what he wrote, something like "he didn't deserve this".(Writer 
knows these things to be consistent with the homicide scene at P.L.E.'s residence). 
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(1h:03:40)S/A Wilson asked if there was a particular reason that Anderson picked the two
individuals to kill, specifically asking if issues had with them being homosexual. Anderson
replied simply that t was the convenience of the App (Grindr).He added that if he went on
Tinder it would have took too long. He said he thought of his mom and decided he didn't want
to kill women.

(1:06:45) Anderson said during the homicides he was acting alone, saying it was all him. He
denied attacking anyone other than the female in Michigan, P.L.E. in Green Bay, and the man
in Alabama.

(1:13:00) S/A Wilson asked Anderson where the knife (used in the homicides) was at.
Anderson said the sheath was in the car but the knife fell out. He wasn't sure where the knife
was. Anderson said he was wearing the same pants and shoes that he had on during the
homicide in Wisconsin, but said he took a couple of large shirts from P.L.E... He also said he
left his sweatshirt that he was originally wearing (and used to cover P.L.E.s face) at the scene,
leaving it over the body.
(1:47:21) Interview concluded with a plan to speak again the following day.

All times are approximate. | attached the audio recording to the case file.

4. Your complainant's review of the reports of Det. Phil Scanlan of the Green Bay Police
Department, who indicates: Interview #2 of 2: 1. Caleb Scott Anderson, MW, DOB: 07-23-
1999. On 08-04-22, Alabama Bureau of Investigations S/A Wilson and S/A Talbott conducted a
second custodial interview of Caleb Scott Anderson, MAW, DOB: 07-23-1999, while he
remained in custody. Anderson was presented with his Miranda Rights and waived them,
agreeing to answer questions. Anderson answered specific questions about the respective
incidents and provided a voluntary buccal swab of his DNA. During the interview, Anderson
never referred to any of the three victims by their names. The interview was audio recorded. |
reviewed the audio file, a summary of the interview is as follows:

(00m:13 sec)S/A Jack Wilson began audio recorder, gave dateftime (Aug 4th 12:54) and
introductions, including himself, S/A Tim Talbott in the Shelby County Jail speaking with Caleb
Anderson.

(00:35) Miranda Waiver read by S/A Jack Wilson

(01:03) Waiver of rights

(01:40) S/A Wilson asked Anderson since he had some rest last night did he think of anything
else. Anderson said he wanted to give them the best motive but was at a loss for words and
said he just snapped. S/A Wilson asked if he ever planned on doing something. Anderson said
he had thought about doing this for such a long time. Anderson continued that he was raised
perfectly and had everything he wanted. He said he had a job since 15 and never had to worry
about money. He added that he didn't feel like he was living any more. Anderson sounded
emotional when talking about his past.

(03:50) S/A Wilson told Anderson that there was some details that he wanted to talk about and
asked to start with the first incident. They first spoke about the female jogging in Michigan.
Anderson set the same venue with the female running as described in the first interview.
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(1h:03:40)S/A Wilson asked if there was a particular reason that Anderson picked the two 
individuals to kill, specifically asking if issues had with them being homosexual. Anderson 
replied simply that it was the convenience of the App (Grindr).He added that if he went on 
Tinder it would have took too long. He said he thought of his mom and decided he didn't want 
to kill women. 
 
(1:06:45) Anderson said during the homicides he was acting alone, saying it was all him. He 
denied attacking anyone other than the female in Michigan, P.L.E. in Green Bay, and the man 
in Alabama. 
 
(1:13:00) S/A Wilson asked Anderson where the knife (used in the homicides) was at. 
Anderson said the sheath was in the car but the knife fell out. He wasn't sure where the knife 
was. Anderson said he was wearing the same pants and shoes that he had on during the 
homicide in Wisconsin, but said he took a couple of large shirts from P.L.E.. He also said he 
left his sweatshirt that he was originally wearing (and used to cover P.L.E.'s face) at the scene, 
leaving it over the body. 
(1:17:21) Interview concluded with a plan to speak again the following day.  
 
All times are approximate. I attached the audio recording to the case file. 
 
4.  Your complainant's review of the reports of Det. Phil Scanlan of the Green Bay Police 
Department, who indicates:  Interview #2 of 2: 1. Caleb Scott Anderson, M/W, DOB: 07-23-
1999. On 08-04-22, Alabama Bureau of Investigations S/A Wilson and S/A Talbott conducted a 
second custodial interview of Caleb Scott Anderson, M/W, DOB: 07-23-1999, while he 
remained in custody. Anderson was presented with his Miranda Rights and waived them, 
agreeing to answer questions. Anderson answered specific questions about the respective 
incidents and provided a voluntary buccal swab of his DNA. During the interview, Anderson 
never referred to any of the three victims by their names. The interview was audio recorded.  I 
reviewed the audio file, a summary of the interview is as follows: 
 
(00m:13 sec)S/A Jack Wilson began audio recorder, gave date/time (Aug 4th 12:54) and 
introductions, including himself, S/A Tim Talbott in the Shelby County Jail speaking with Caleb 
Anderson. 
 
(00:35) Miranda Waiver read by S/A Jack Wilson 
 
(01:03) Waiver of rights 
 
(01:40) S/A Wilson asked Anderson since he had some rest last night did he think of anything 
else. Anderson said he wanted to give them the best motive but was at a loss for words and 
said he just snapped. S/A Wilson asked if he ever planned on doing something. Anderson said 
he had thought about doing this for such a long time. Anderson continued that he was raised 
perfectly and had everything he wanted. He said he had a job since 15 and never had to worry 
about money. He added that he didn't feel like he was living any more. Anderson sounded 
emotional when talking about his past. 
 
(03:50) S/A Wilson told Anderson that there was some details that he wanted to talk about and 
asked to start with the first incident. They first spoke about the female jogging in Michigan. 
Anderson set the same venue with the female running as described in the first interview. 
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Anderson said he never seen her before. Anderson said he knew the area and has driven
down that road many times in the past. Anderson said he always thought that would be the
perfect spot to do something like that because there was no cameras around. Anderson
admitted that his initial thought was to "beat the shit out of her and kill her.” S/A Wilson asked if
had a weapon or if was he going to beat her to death with his hands. Anderson said he was
going 10 use his hands. Anderson said he was high on weed at the time. Anderson specifically
added that the weed helped him stay calm, and he wasn't blaming the weed for making him do
things.

(07:23) S/A Wilson asked what he was going to do with the tape he had said he had when he
attacked her. Anderson said he was going to tie her up and (put it) around her mouth so no
one could hear her scream. S/A Wilson asked if was going to sexually assault her. Anderson
said he was thinking about sexually assaulting her at the time, but clarified no, explaining that
once he started thinking about his mom, he just let her go. Anderson added specifically that it
wasn'ta sexual thing, explaining that he has been with women before and it wasn't hard for
him to do, implying find women to have sex with.

SIA Wilson brought Anderson's attention to going to Green Bay. Anderson reiterated what he
said during the previous interview about stopping at his moms to get her car, and then heading
towards Rhinelander. He added that at that point he didn't even know he was going to Green
Bay. He decided to turn towards Florence and go towards Green Bay. He again said he
stopped at the Walmart in Iron Mountain and bought a bunch of things, including the knife,
which he described as the weapon (used in both homicides).He again said he purchased the
phone and card in Green Bay at the Walmart.

(09:25) S/A Wilson asked Anderson to tell them about the guy in Green Bay. Anderson said he
didn't know his name and never met him before. Anderson added that he had no previous
knowledge of any of the people he attacked. S/A Wilson asked Anderson to describe what the
man he attacked in Green Bay looked like. Anderson said all he remembered about him was
“his guts were like sticking out when | covered him up." S/A Wilson followed up about what
happened before he assaulted P.L.E. trying to get a description from Anderson. Anderson
answered his questions describing P.L.E. as older, in his 40s, saying he was a heavy set,
bigger guy. Anderson said P.L.E. didn't send him any pictures of himself on Grindr so he didn't
know what he looked like until he got there. He added that he wasn't picking on him because of
his size.

(11:11) S/A Wilson told Anderson police in Green Bay were curious about a couple things and
first asked about all the cabinets in the kitchen being open. Anderson said he was going
through them looking for food to take. Anderson added that P.L.E. had alcohol and that he
drank of [ot it. Anderson said he drank a lot of the whisky that S/A Wilson specified was on the
floor. He clarified that he drank it after the homicide.

SIA Wilson asked about P.L.E.'s cellphone being found by some DVDs. Anderson said he was
going 0 take it, but figured we would track it, 50 he left it there. Anderson said he tucked iton a
DVD shelf saying he didn't know why. Anderson added that he took of few of the DVDs,
naming wrestling and Rocky DVDs. Anderson added that he hid the phone behind the DVD
cases. (Consistent with where P.L.E.'s cell phone was located.)
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Anderson said he never seen her before. Anderson said he knew the area and has driven 
down that road many times in the past. Anderson said he always thought that would be the 
perfect spot to do something like that because there was no cameras around. Anderson 
admitted that his initial thought was to "beat the shit out of her and kill her." S/A Wilson asked if 
had a weapon or if was he going to beat her to death with his hands. Anderson said he was 
going to use his hands. Anderson said he was high on weed at the time. Anderson specifically 
added that the weed helped him stay calm, and he wasn't blaming the weed for making him do 
things. 
 
(07:23) S/A Wilson asked what he was going to do with the tape he had said he had when he 
attacked her. Anderson said he was going to tie her up and (put it) around her mouth so no 
one could hear her scream. S/A Wilson asked if was going to sexually assault her. Anderson 
said he was thinking about sexually assaulting her at the time, but clarified no, explaining that 
once he started thinking about his mom, he just let her go. Anderson added specifically that it 
wasn't a sexual thing, explaining that he has been with women before and it wasn't hard for 
him to do, implying find women to have sex with. 
 
S/A Wilson brought Anderson's attention to going to Green Bay. Anderson reiterated what he 
said during the previous interview about stopping at his moms to get her car, and then heading 
towards Rhinelander. He added that at that point he didn't even know he was going to Green 
Bay. He decided to turn towards Florence and go towards Green Bay. He again said he 
stopped at the Walmart in Iron Mountain and bought a bunch of things, including the knife, 
which he described as the weapon (used in both homicides).He again said he purchased the 
phone and card in Green Bay at the Walmart. 
 
(09:25) S/A Wilson asked Anderson to tell them about the guy in Green Bay. Anderson said he 
didn't know his name and never met him before. Anderson added that he had no previous 
knowledge of any of the people he attacked. S/A Wilson asked Anderson to describe what the 
man he attacked in Green Bay looked like. Anderson said all he remembered about him was 
"his guts were like sticking out when I covered him up." S/A Wilson followed up about what 
happened before he assaulted P.L.E. trying to get a description from Anderson. Anderson 
answered his questions describing P.L.E. as older, in his 40s, saying he was a heavy set, 
bigger guy. Anderson said P.L.E. didn't send him any pictures of himself on Grindr so he didn't 
know what he looked like until he got there. He added that he wasn't picking on him because of 
his size. 
 
(11:11) S/A Wilson told Anderson police in Green Bay were curious about a couple things and 
first asked about all the cabinets in the kitchen being open. Anderson said he was going 
through them looking for food to take. Anderson added that P.L.E. had alcohol and that he 
drank of lot it. Anderson said he drank a lot of the whisky that S/A Wilson specified was on the 
floor. He clarified that he drank it after the homicide. 
 
S/A Wilson asked about P.L.E.'s cellphone being found by some DVDs. Anderson said he was 
going to take it, but figured we would track it, so he left it there. Anderson said he tucked it on a 
DVD shelf saying he didn't know why. Anderson added that he took of few of the DVDs, 
naming wrestling and Rocky DVDs. Anderson added that he hid the phone behind the DVD 
cases. (Consistent with where P.L.E.'s cell phone was located.) 
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(12:18) S/A Wilson said he wanted to cover sexual contact with the Green Bay victim and
asked if they had sexual contact. Anderson started answering by saying he was fucked up
before he killed P.L.E. then added that he remembered he (Anderson) started "jerking him off"
before he died. Anderson said that act was consensual when asked and added P.L.E. wanted
that, saying he could see that through the messages. Anderson added, ‘I don't know why, |
just wanted to just kill him you know."

SIA Wilson asked if there was any other sexual contact. Anderson denied having intercourse
or anything like that with P.L.E.. S/A Wilson asked if P.L.E. ejaculated. Anderson said he didn't
think so, but said he had no idea.

(13:18) S/A Wilson brought up lotion and tissue in the living room. Anderson admitted that was
from him. He explained that after he got really fucked up, he looked up some porn on P.LE.'s
tablet and was trying to clear his mind. He said, "that was all for me" implying he masturbated.
Anderson admitted to taking P.L.E’s tablet with him and dumping it a gas station because he
thought the police would track it. (Writer was aware during the search of P.L.E.'s apartment
that an iPad box was located, along with an iPhone/pad charger, but the iPad was not located).

(14:50) S/A Wilson asked Anderson about what time he used P.L.E.'s car to go to the Walmart
following the homicide. Anderson said it was before 7p saying he knew that because it was
before wrestling came on television. Anderson added that there was a cop in the parking lot at
Walmart. Anderson explained the cop was driving around and he was concerned that the cop
might have been looking for him so he was trying to hide behind vehicles. He said he snuck
back to P.LE.'s car and drove back to his place. He added that he didn't know if the cop was
looking for him from the Michigan incident or just happened to be there. Anderson said he
assumed the worst. In regard to a timeline, Anderson said he drove from Walmart and turned
at the stop light (to go back to the apartment) implying he went directly back, saying they could
pull the cameras and look that up. | am aware that Walmart video captured Anderson walking
past a marked GBPD squad car as he left Walmart on August 1, 2022 at 3:51 pm.

(16:21) S/A Wilson began to discuss the victim in Alabama with Anderson.

(19:40) S/A Wilson brought Anderson's attention back to the incident in Green Bay and asked
Anderson if he washed or cleaned himself up in the sink after the incident. Anderson said he
did. He explained he went to Walmart and got a roll of medical gauze, Gorilla glue and liquid
wash for the wound because P.L.E.’s blood got in his wound during the incident.

Anderson said he used P.L.E.s sink to wash that up. Anderson said he didn't try to clean
anything up, or stage anything to throw police off, adding that he took full responsibility for it,
saying it was all him. He said the only reason he covered the body up was to mask the smell
S/A Wilson asked Anderson where he got the cross that he put on the body. Anderson
described that PLE. had a "litle set up” ike a "coffin looking thing” that he got the cross from.
This description was consistent with set up d that P.L.E. had in his living room.

(21:25) S/A Wilson brought Anderson's attention to the church (that Anderson said he
burned).Anderson explained he couldn’ tell him where it was but reiterated what he said about
the church during the first interview, again saying he threw P.LE.'s lanyard on the ground
there.
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(12:18) S/A Wilson said he wanted to cover sexual contact with the Green Bay victim and 
asked if they had sexual contact. Anderson started answering by saying he was fucked up 
before he killed P.L.E. then added that he remembered he (Anderson) started "jerking him off" 
before he died. Anderson said that act was consensual when asked and added P.L.E. wanted 
that, saying he could see that through the messages. Anderson added, "I don't know why, I 
just wanted to just kill him you know."  
 
S/A Wilson asked if there was any other sexual contact. Anderson denied having intercourse 
or anything like that with P.L.E.. S/A Wilson asked if P.L.E. ejaculated. Anderson said he didn't 
think so, but said he had no idea. 
 
(13:18) S/A Wilson brought up lotion and tissue in the living room. Anderson admitted that was 
from him. He explained that after he got really fucked up, he looked up some porn on P.L.E.'s 
tablet and was trying to clear his mind. He said, "that was all for me" implying he masturbated. 
Anderson admitted to taking P.L.E.'s tablet with him and dumping it a gas station because he 
thought the police would track it. (Writer was aware during the search of P.L.E.'s apartment 
that an iPad box was located, along with an iPhone/pad charger, but the iPad was not located). 
 
(14:50) S/A Wilson asked Anderson about what time he used P.L.E.'s car to go to the Walmart 
following the homicide. Anderson said it was before 7p saying he knew that because it was 
before wrestling came on television. Anderson added that there was a cop in the parking lot at 
Walmart. Anderson explained the cop was driving around and he was concerned that the cop 
might have been looking for him so he was trying to hide behind vehicles. He said he snuck 
back to P.L.E.'s car and drove back to his place. He added that he didn't know if the cop was 
looking for him from the Michigan incident or just happened to be there. Anderson said he 
assumed the worst. In regard to a timeline, Anderson said he drove from Walmart and turned 
at the stop light (to go back to the apartment) implying he went directly back, saying they could 
pull the cameras and look that up. I am aware that Walmart video captured Anderson walking 
past a marked GBPD squad car as he left Walmart on August 1, 2022 at 3:51 pm. 
 
(16:21) S/A Wilson began to discuss the victim in Alabama with Anderson. 
 
(19:40) S/A Wilson brought Anderson's attention back to the incident in Green Bay and asked 
Anderson if he washed or cleaned himself up in the sink after the incident. Anderson said he 
did. He explained he went to Walmart and got a roll of medical gauze, Gorilla glue and liquid 
wash for the wound because P.L.E.'s blood got in his wound during the incident. 
 
Anderson said he used P.L.E.'s sink to wash that up. Anderson said he didn't try to clean 
anything up, or stage anything to throw police off, adding that he took full responsibility for it, 
saying it was all him. He said the only reason he covered the body up was to mask the smell. 
S/A Wilson asked Anderson where he got the cross that he put on the body. Anderson 
described that P.L.E. had a "little set up" like a "coffin looking thing" that he got the cross from. 
This description was consistent with set up d that P.L.E. had in his living room. 
 
(21:25) S/A Wilson brought Anderson's attention to the church (that Anderson said he 
burned).Anderson explained he couldn't tell him where it was but reiterated what he said about 
the church during the first interview, again saying he threw P.L.E.'s lanyard on the ground 
there. 
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(25:55) Anderson volunteered that the police didn't handcuf him tight enough adding that he
could have slipped out of them if he wanted to. He said he told the police to tighten them up.
He said no one has been really doing their job and he assumed he would have been caught a
ot quicker. Anderson added that the knife (used in the homicides) should be in the car
(P.LE's Ford), saying he was sure the sheath was in there, but couldn't find the knife,
assuming it's stil in the car somewhere.

(29:00) S/A Wilson questioned Anderson about him only using the Grindr App and his
comment that he wasn't targeting homosexuals. Anderson again said he used Grindr but not to
specially target homosexuals, adding that he could have used Tinder but that had a lot of
women on it, and it would have takena lot longer. Anderson also said that by that point he
didn't want to kill women (like he previously thought about).S/A Wilson asked Anderson if he
was homosexual. Anderson said no. S/A Wilson again asked if there was targeting of
homosexual men other than the convenience of the Grind app. Anderson indicated it was only
the convenience of the app and added the Grindr app helped him by providing the men's
locations. He explained that by using Grindr he knew they would be by themselves as opposed
to pulling up to Someone's house and taking a chance.” Anderson added simply that he knew
Grindr would work.

(30:00) S/A Wilson asked Anderson about saying in the previous interview that he wanted to
oto his job site. Anderson said he wouldn't use a gun because guns are for “pussies.”
Anderson said he would have hid with a knife and just fucked everyone up that he wanted to.
He said that was just a thought.

(32:00) S/A Wilson asked if Anderson would provide a DNA sample with a buccal swab.
Anderson told him to go ahead, take whatever he needed. Anderson was provided with a pen
and made some notes, talking about his background.

(43:50) S/A Wilson provided Anderson with a consent to search form to obtain a buccal swab.
Shortly thereafter, Anderson voluntarily provided a buccal swab.

5. Your complainant's review of the reports of Det. Phil Scanlan of the Green Bay Police
Department, who indicates: | reviewed the digital evidence S/A Wilson sent me from the
Bureau of Investigations in Alabama which included a Cellebrite Reader data extraction from
what was described as a Nokia Smartphone. | am aware that as part of our investigation into
the homicide of PLE, that the retail cellphone box for this device, along with the Straight Talk
wireless minutes package and receipt for their respective purchase was recovered in Caleb
Anderson's vehicle that was abandoned outside of P.L.E.'s residence. | am also aware that
during Anderson's subsequent confession he admitted to purchasing said phone and minutes
at Walmart West in Green Bay, consistent with the aforementioned items being found in his
vehicle. This was additionally supported by Walmart West security video capturing Anderson
leaving Walmart at the time.

SIA Wilson informed me that during their subsequent homicide investigation that had occurred
in Alabama following the homicide of P.L.E., Alabama case, this Nokia cellphone was located
and seized at the scene of their murder. As part of their investigation, a search warrant was
obtained and the Nokia C100 was examined by their agency's cellphone examiner who
prepared the Cellebrite Reader for review of the data contained on the device. Using the
Cellebrite Reader to examine the contents of the device | observed the following;
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(25:55) Anderson volunteered that the police didn't handcuff him tight enough adding that he 
could have slipped out of them if he wanted to. He said he told the police to tighten them up. 
He said no one has been really doing their job and he assumed he would have been caught a 
lot quicker. Anderson added that the knife (used in the homicides) should be in the car 
(P.L.E.'s Ford), saying he was sure the sheath was in there, but couldn't find the knife, 
assuming it's still in the car somewhere. 
 
(29:00) S/A Wilson questioned Anderson about him only using the Grindr App and his 
comment that he wasn't targeting homosexuals. Anderson again said he used Grindr but not to 
specially target homosexuals, adding that he could have used Tinder but that had a lot of 
women on it, and it would have taken a lot longer. Anderson also said that by that point he 
didn't want to kill women (like he previously thought about).S/A Wilson asked Anderson if he 
was homosexual. Anderson said no. S/A Wilson again asked if there was targeting of 
homosexual men other than the convenience of the Grindr app. Anderson indicated it was only 
the convenience of the app and added the Grindr app helped him by providing the men's 
locations. He explained that by using Grindr he knew they would be by themselves as opposed 
to pulling up to someone's house and "taking a chance." Anderson added simply that he knew 
Grindr would work. 
 
(30:00) S/A Wilson asked Anderson about saying in the previous interview that he wanted to 
go to his job site. Anderson said he wouldn't use a gun because guns are for "pussies." 
Anderson said he would have hid with a knife and just fucked everyone up that he wanted to. 
He said that was just a thought. 
 
(32:00) S/A Wilson asked if Anderson would provide a DNA sample with a buccal swab. 
Anderson told him to go ahead, take whatever he needed. Anderson was provided with a pen 
and made some notes, talking about his background. 
 
(43:50) S/A Wilson provided Anderson with a consent to search form to obtain a buccal swab. 
Shortly thereafter, Anderson voluntarily provided a buccal swab. 
 
5. Your complainant's review of the reports of Det. Phil Scanlan of the Green Bay Police 
Department, who indicates:  I reviewed the digital evidence S/A Wilson sent me from the 
Bureau of Investigations in Alabama which included a Cellebrite Reader data extraction from 
what was described as a Nokia Smartphone. I am aware that as part of our investigation into 
the homicide of P.L.E, that the retail cellphone box for this device, along with the Straight Talk 
wireless minutes package and receipt for their respective purchase was recovered in Caleb 
Anderson's vehicle that was abandoned outside of P.L.E.'s residence.  I am also aware that 
during Anderson's subsequent confession he admitted to purchasing said phone and minutes 
at Walmart West in Green Bay, consistent with the aforementioned items being found in his 
vehicle.  This was additionally supported by Walmart West security video capturing Anderson 
leaving Walmart at the time. 
 
S/A Wilson informed me that during their subsequent homicide investigation that had occurred 
in Alabama following the homicide of P.L.E., Alabama case, this Nokia cellphone was located 
and seized at the scene of their murder.  As part of their investigation, a search warrant was 
obtained and the Nokia C100 was examined by their agency's cellphone examiner who 
prepared the Cellebrite Reader for review of the data contained on the device. Using the 
Cellebrite Reader to examine the contents of the device I observed the following; 
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Three videos described as the following:
«A disturbing five second video capturing Caleb Anderson shirtless, recording a selfie

style video of himself standing in P.L.E's bedroom. He recorded himself smiling as he
made the statement, “I'm ok..” then spanned the video camera to the bed where
P.LE's bloody, lfeless body lied with his face covered, and made the statement, "He's
not." Anderson had what appeared to be blood on his face and neck when he made the
video. The data captured from this video showed it was last modified on 08-01-22 at
7:59 PM (UTC) consistent with this video being saved on this device on 08-01-22 at
2:59 pm (UTC-5)

+ Asixteen second video driving what appeared to be P.LE.'s Ford, traveling on a
highway. The data captured from this video showed it was last modified on 08-02-22 at
10:38 am (UCT) consistent with this video being saved to this device on 08-02-22 at
5:38 am (UTC-5).

«A twenty five second video capturing a Ford steering wheel and jeans as Anderson was
seated in the a driver's seat having a conversation, presumably on the phone. The data
captured from this video showed it was last modified on 08-02-22 at 12:51 pm (UCT)
consistent with this video being saved to this device on 08-02-22 at 7:51 am (UTC-5).

The following pertinent images:

«Image of Caleb Anderson taking a selfie in what appeared to be P.L.E's bathroom
Anderson is posing shirtless, sticking his tongue out. His face, head and upper body
appeared blood stained. Metadata attached to image showed it was taken with this
device on 08-01-22 at 2:58 pm (local time).

«Image of Caleb Anderson taking a photograph of himself in P.L.E.'s bathroom mirror.
Anderson is naked and holding his hand over his genitalia. Anderson is posing with his
mouth open and has what appeared to be blood smeared over his face, chest, arms
and upper legs. Metadata attached to image showed it was taken with this device on
08-01-22 at 2:58 pm (local time). Anderson took a second photo with a similar pose,
which is more blurred following the first one.

«Image of cleaned and closed cut on right hand, consistent with report that Anderson cut
himself during the stabbing homicide of P.L_E.. Metadata attached to image showed it
was taken with this device on 08-02-22 at 5:58 am (local time).

«Image of P.L.Es bloody body on his bed. Metadata attached to image showed it was
taken with this device on 08-01-22 at 3:04 pm (local time).

«Image of a Welcome to Mississippi highway sign. Metadata attached to image showed it
was taken with this device on 08-02-22 at 12:23 pm (local time).

A review of this device's time line showed the device was activated shorty after 08-01-22 at
5:54 pm (UTC), 12:54 pm local time. This information is consistent with Anderson activating
this device shorty after purchasing it at Walmart West on 08-01-22 at 11:27 am.

6. Her review of the autopsy report of P.L.E. (d.0.b. 11-21-56), performed on August 3rd,
2022, by Brown County Forensic Pathologist Dr. Elizabeth Douglas. Said report indicates that
P.LE. was pronounced deceased on August 2, 2022. Dr. Douglas opined that the cause of
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Three videos described as the following: 

 A disturbing five second video capturing Caleb Anderson shirtless, recording a selfie 
style video of himself standing in P.L.E's bedroom. He recorded himself smiling as he 
made the statement, "I'm ok.." then spanned the video camera to the bed where 
P.L.E.'s bloody, lifeless body lied with his face covered, and made the statement, "He's 
not." Anderson had what appeared to be blood on his face and neck when he made the 
video.  The data captured from this video showed it was last modified on 08-01-22 at 
7:59 PM (UTC) consistent with this video being saved on this device on 08-01-22 at 
2:59 pm (UTC-5). 

 

 A sixteen second video driving what appeared to be P.L.E.'s Ford, traveling on a 
highway.  The data captured from this video showed it was last modified on 08-02-22 at 
10:38 am (UCT) consistent with this video being saved to this device on 08-02-22 at 
5:38 am (UTC-5). 

 

 A twenty five second video capturing a Ford steering wheel and jeans as Anderson was 
seated in the a driver's seat having a conversation, presumably on the phone.  The data 
captured from this video showed it was last modified on 08-02-22 at 12:51 pm (UCT) 
consistent with this video being saved to this device on 08-02-22 at 7:51 am (UTC-5). 

 
The following pertinent images: 
 

 Image of Caleb Anderson taking a selfie in what appeared to be P.L.E's bathroom. 
Anderson is posing shirtless, sticking his tongue out. His face, head and upper body 
appeared blood stained.  Metadata attached to image showed it was taken with this 
device on 08-01-22 at 2:58 pm (local time). 

 Image of Caleb Anderson taking a photograph of himself in P.L.E.'s bathroom mirror. 
Anderson is naked and holding his hand over his genitalia. Anderson is posing with his 
mouth open and has what appeared to be blood smeared over his face, chest, arms 
and upper legs.  Metadata attached to image showed it was taken with this device on 
08-01-22 at 2:58 pm (local time).Anderson took a second photo with a similar pose, 
which is more blurred following the first one.  

 Image of cleaned and closed cut on right hand, consistent with report that Anderson cut 
himself during the stabbing homicide of P.L.E.. Metadata attached to image showed it 
was taken with this device on 08-02-22 at 5:58 am (local time). 

 Image of P.L.E.'s bloody body on his bed. Metadata attached to image showed it was 
taken with this device on 08-01-22 at 3:04 pm (local time). 

 Image of a Welcome to Mississippi highway sign. Metadata attached to image showed it 
was taken with this device on 08-02-22 at 12:23 pm (local time). 

 
A review of this device's time line showed the device was activated shortly after 08-01-22 at 
5:54 pm (UTC), 12:54 pm local time. This information is consistent with Anderson activating 
this device shortly after purchasing it at Walmart West on 08-01-22 at 11:27 am. 
 
6.  Her review of the autopsy report of P.L.E. (d.o.b. 11-21-56), performed on August 3rd, 
2022, by Brown County Forensic Pathologist Dr. Elizabeth Douglas.  Said report indicates that 
P.L.E. was pronounced deceased on August 2, 2022.  Dr. Douglas opined that the cause of 
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death was multiple sharp force injuries with approximately 51 stab wounds of his face, neck,
chest, abdomen and upper extremities. The manner of death was ruled a homicide.

Based on the foregoing, the complainant believes this complaint to be true and correct.

Subscribed and sworn to before me on Electronically Signed By:
117/22 Wendy W Lemkuil
Electronically Signed By: Complainant
Jessica R Gereau
Assistant District Attorney
State Bar #: 1104660
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death was multiple sharp force injuries with approximately 51 stab wounds of his face, neck, 
chest, abdomen and upper extremities. The manner of death was ruled a homicide.   
 
Based on the foregoing, the complainant believes this complaint to be true and correct. 
 
 
 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on 
11/17/22 

Electronically Signed By:  

Jessica R Gereau 

Assistant District Attorney 

State Bar #: 1104660 

Electronically Signed By:  

Wendy W Lemkuil 

Complainant 
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